DESIGN CHALLENGES FOR HOME TELEMONITORING OF PREGNANCY AS A MEDICAL CYBER-PHYSICAL SYSTEM

The paper introduces the problem of designing a telemedical system for pregnancy monitoring at home. It focuses on design challenges concerning embedded computing and networking, requirements modelling, and presents the architecture and solutions when based on new class Medical Cyber-Physical Systems (MCPS). The proposed system consists of a Body Area Network (BAN) of advanced sensors that are interconnected on a body of a pregnant woman, a Personal Area Network (PAN) that is responsible for embedded processing of physical signals, smart alarms, data transmission and communication with the Surveillance Centre located in hospital. It is expected that this dependable telemedical system will provide a high societal value to women with high-risk pregnancy.

1. INTRODUCTION

Telemedicine is the youngest, and probably the most rapidly growing form of medical services, which combines elements of telecommunications, information technology, automation, electronics and medicine. Breaking geographical barriers, it enables rapid diagnosis, therapy, long-term monitoring and patient care in the comfort of his home, using information transport instead of costly transport of patients or physicians. Among these areas of application of telemedicine, patients monitoring outside of the hospital - telemonitoring is perhaps the most difficult to implement.

Solutions for telemonitoring developed so far are dedicated to selected group of patients, usually for people with cardiac dysfunction or diabetes. Supported medical procedure is usually very simple and limited to instantaneous measurement of single parameter, like blood glucose level, or acquisition of the electrocardiogram using a simple recorder applied to patients chest. There are no mechanisms to assist a patient who, in case of home telemonitoring also becomes the operator – contractor of a medical procedure. Taking into account that the patient is not experienced medical staff, the selected procedure performed within the remote monitoring should be easy to carry out and fully safe for the patient. It is easy to satisfy these requirements
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in the case of simple medical procedures, which makes the development of the telemonitoring system itself much easier, but also limits its functionality [10].

An attempt to accomplish at home a more complex patients monitoring technique enforces an application of patients support tool, mainly in searching for the optimal position of the measuring sensor to ensure the best possible quality of recorded signal [14], [15]. Moreover, in the case of long-term monitoring, like in case of pregnancy monitoring session, such support must also comprise a dynamic adaptation to changing measuring conditions. This is especially important when there is no classical mechanism of patient/operator self-control, which results from the fact that the object being monitored i.e. fetus is hidden in other object - mother [18]. Thus false interpretation of the recorded biosignals made by mother herself may lead to her unexpected and unjustified reactions [13], [16]. The problems mentioned above were the reason for a lack of a suitable systems for pregnancy home telemonitoring, although taking into account the nature of health care of pregnant women the demand for such solution is very strong [10].

Demographic transformations, taking decision about become a mother later in life on the one hand and teenage motherhood on the other hand, as well as civilization diseases significantly diverse a group of future mothers [9]. So far continuous medical care requires a hospitalization of pregnant woman even if there is no direct risk for patients health. It results in high cost of longer hospital stay and discomfort for a patient. The optimal solution seems to be a remote fetal monitoring at patients home [8]. Patients with high-risk pregnancy (diabetes problems, intrauterine fetus growth restriction, pregnancy-induced hypertension) as well as with post-term pregnancy are particularly predisposed to cyclic home monitoring sessions for follow-up of the fetal development process [6].

Primary source of diagnostic information on fetal state, which is carried out during cardiotocographic monitoring, is the analysis of changes in fetal heart rhythm, as connected to uterine contraction activity and fetal movements [1], [7]. Currently, the obstetrical care information systems are commonly used standard that provide a complete health care of the mother and her baby [4]. The data are transmitted from bedside fetal monitors to surveillance center to be displayed and online analyzed as well as generate alerts for critical events [10], [25]. Obstetrical surveillance system provides a number of important functions designed to ensure comprehensive coverage across the obstetrical care: on-line signal analysis, alerting, documentation and archiving [5], [17].

Leading and commercially available in the EU obstetrical care information systems offer limited functionality as for the home telemonitoring of pregnant women [24]. Telemonitoring cannot be accomplished in online mode. It means possibility of data transmission to the center and the on-line analysis of the signals recorded during the monitoring session at home just like in hospital. In its place, a data block is transmitted from home monitor, using Internet or phone modem to the surveillance center as the monitoring session ends. Completed data, as well, could be transport to hospital in any other way, even personally by patient on USB flash drive. From patient point of view the only advantage is staying at home instead of hospital. Patient is not provided with recording interpretation at once. While the mother at such important period should be provided with sense of continuous care from a medical staff, which interprets the signals being recorded and interactively informs her on the result.

Telemonitoring systems do not accomplish the concept of mutual integration carried out in an automatic way, which means that two independent monitoring systems are not able to benefit each other from the results of their measurements [11]. Most of them are designed as closed system as regards the implementation of the monitoring session it is not possible to add other sensors for measuring additional parameters life [3]. Furthermore, interoperability of current obstetrical care information systems and other medical devices, as well as their ability to use in various clinical workflows are usually very limited, as they are networked
[22]. In addition, interfaces of the existing obstetrical care systems are very restricted, and neither support learning nor collaboration in care teams around the patient.

2. SYSTEM DESIGN CHALLENGES

General structure of the proposed obstetrical care information system with home telemonitoring is presented in (Fig.1). The system integrates internal and external transmission channels to provide biomedical data from all pregnant women being under medical care. Hospital network distributes the measurement data incoming from wireless interface units within the hospital and from Mobile Instrumentations via GSM/Internet-based communication platform. Administrative Workstation can be used to set up the system, create paper documentation as well as to process the signals recorded in the off-line mode (e.g. in case of total breaking of the communication link). Attending doctor can access the information anytime he needs.

![Fig. 1. General structure of the obstetrical care information system with two approaches for realization of pregnancy monitoring at home.](image)

We considered two approaches for realization of pregnancy monitoring at home [23]. In the first approach each patient is provided with her own monitoring instrumentation when the monitoring is recommended. In the second one, a member of the patient’s care team with a Mobile Instrumentation visits the patients appointed to be monitored according to fixed schedule.
According to fixed schedule. These approaches have both good and weak points. Providing each patient with monitoring instrumentation may increase the cost of the telemonitoring, however it strongly depends on fetal monitor prices. Classical fetal monitor can be used as an input device, which provides information on fetal rhythm variability changes basing on ultrasound technique, and records the uterine contraction activity by means of strain gauge transducer. Optionally, the module developed by the authors can be applied, which enables a long-term noninvasive recording of fetal and maternal bioelectrical signals from the maternal abdominal wall. The input device is controlled by the tablet software being responsible for acquisition of measured data from fetal monitor, dynamic presentation of the signals, the on-line evaluation of signal quality, data transmission and communication with the Surveillance Center [12].

When experienced nurse operates the monitoring instrumentation the required quality of signals is ensured. Some of patients may prefer to be monitored at home by hospital staff, even if this requires visiting them according to established schedule. However, it seems that only the self-monitoring ensures a real comfort for the patient being monitored at home since monitoring session can be carried out at any time that suits the patient best. In such case, when the patient becomes an operator of the monitoring procedure there are some challenges that have to be considered while designing the telemedical system for pregnancy monitoring at home. Increased functionality of the telemonitoring system when applying to pregnancy monitoring at home, comprising among others the patients support procedure or interoperability of medical sensors and devices, is to be provided primarily by the software embedded in microcontrollers, programmable devices and software running on the computing platforms.

It has been shown that the majority of errors and irregularities in the functioning of such complex systems are not caused by damage or aging hardware, as is the case in the classical medical equipment [19]. In fact, the main reason is incorrect initial assumptions, errors in the program code or errors made at various stages of compilation and merging the software modules. In order to ensure a high reliability of such system a new class has been introduced, as related to earlier applications in avionics, aeronautics, and power industry, and named the Medical Cyber Physical System MCPS [20], [21].

3. SYSTEM DEVELOPMENT

Medical CPS can be considered as the networked computational platform referenced to the cyber part of the system, which processes biomedical and environmental data provided by sensors placed in the physical part (Fig.2). MCPS refers to such development challenges, like sensor interoperability, sharing information between different systems using network, completing various clinical scenarios and workflows, as well as involving human behavior model in the development process. In case of pregnancy monitoring physical objects mother and her baby are monitored by two sets of sensors within the Body Area Network (BAN). Physical signals of different origins (mechanical and electrical) are transmitted wirelessly to the cyber part of platform Personal Area Network (PAN). Since the baby (fetus) is a hidden object a much more advanced signal processing than in a case of mother has to be applied to obtain information relevant to the fetal health status. Medical Device Plug-and-Play architecture is involved to ensure interoperability between the instrumentation measurements channels in a given monitoring scenarios, according to instrumentation descriptions and interacting requirements. Personal Terminal (PDA, Laptop) records and transmits the measurements data through WAN/Internet to Surveillance Center. Terminal is responsible for a matching the algorithms for automated analysis of acquired signals basing on the patients medical data received from hospital information system. Patients behaviour model is used to present information in ergonomic form for the patient during her monitoring.
Medical Device Plug-and-Play (MDPnP) architecture enables to assemble several different medical sensors or devices for the implementation of a dedicated medical scenario [2]. In case of pregnancy monitoring the medical scenario applied depends mainly on gestational age and mothers medical history (number of subsequent pregnancy, delivery complications, chronic diseases, and others). For monitoring the fetal states constant set of sensors is usually used to provide information on fetal heart rate and fetal movement activity. Alternative fetal ECG channel may provide, despite the FHR signal, information on fetal QRS morphology. As for maternal monitoring the uterine activity monitoring is always present. It can be accomplished in mechanical or electrical way, by means of stain gauge transducer or electrodes attached to maternal abdomen. Depending on mothers chronic diseases some additional sensor may be applied to measure blood glucose, blood pressure and oxygenation. In addition, MDPnP allows for more efficient operation of one device based on data taken from another one when the same patient is monitored, and in the case when the measurements must be performed alternately it prevents from interference each other.

One of possible procedure performed by MDPnP is a detection of dangerous phenomena - coincidence between maternal and fetal heart rates (applying for example an additional maternal pulse sensor or maternal ECG analysis using bioelectrical signal recorder). The fetal rate normally takes values between 110 and 150 beats per minute, whereas maternal one does not exceed 80. Thus, situation when fetal and maternal rate take similar values for established time period should be recognized by the system. It may take place when due to fetal movement activity the ultrasound transducer starts to measure the signal, whose source is not fetal heart, but maternal blood circulation system. In order to avoid the generation of false alarms, at first the system should inform the patient to change the ultrasound transducer position on her abdomen to focus back on the fetal heart. However, if transducer replacement does not help, it may suggest abnormally low fetal and/or abnormally high maternal heart rates. Then, the telemonitoring system performs appropriate actions according to medical procedure established. Another example of sensor interoperability is controlling the patients physical activity by accelerometers at the time of monitoring session. It may be used to exclude these segments.
from uterine activity signals that may result from patients body movements.

In the proposed system, a remote access to the patient medical data included in electronic health record, enables an approach based on personalized medicine. This will comprise the adaptation of medical procedures for a particular patient, based on matching the algorithms for automated analysis of selected signals being measured. Remote access to the information involving both more general data - collected through an interview (for example co-existing chronic diseases), as well as to the trends observed in the changes of parameters obtained from the previous monitoring sessions, enables individualization of smart alarming procedure upon detection of health risks. Another aspect of smart alerting is mutual correlating alerts from multiple sensors, and providing on this basis information about the real threat. Human interaction with computing devices within the proposed system is multiphasic. In the first phase, the automatic identification of the user takes place, and in the second the appropriate context for user interaction is defined. The proposed approach is to identify several classes of the users. In the case of telemedical systems they may include: patients, physicians, consultants, medical staff and operators. Among physicians two further classes should be defined: doctor on duty and attending doctor. While the attending doctor usually has information about his patient, concerning mothers health history, condition or even behavior, which helps in interpretation of the patients recording, the doctor on duty must be supported by Hospital Information System (HIS). Thanks to the systems interoperability all data required from HIS can be transmitted together with patients recording from the telemonitoring system to doctors terminal.

Controlling a flow of information between different elements of the whole health care system (monitoring devices, dedicated systems, terminals) as well as preparing information content depending on the user class is very important functionality of MCSP. Due to the significant differences in the level of access to the patient data for particular classes of users, it is necessary to personalize the content and look of the user interfaces. Particular emphasis will be paid on developing a patients interface that should provide high comfort and a sense of trust and safety during the monitoring session. The most important aspect is the creating a model of operator behavior, which in home telemonitoring system is equivalent to a patients model. This allows for implementation of ”user centered design” technique, where the human-machine interface of the system is designed to ensure a simple, intuitive operation and clear presentation of the analysis results. In addition, the user interface should reduce the number of possible erroneous operators (patients) commands, resulting from limited experience in using the monitoring instrumentation and procedures, or even the actual psychophysical condition.

The interface is used to communicate with the patient by providing her with information coming from both the system itself and the physician or care provider (Fig.3). During medical examination the physician is guided by certain rules regarding how medical information should be prepare for a patient, and he can dynamically adapt it to the patient’s personality type and its possible reaction. Based on own experience he formulated different messages in such way as not to cause an adverse patients reaction. A similar mechanism will be proposed for system-patient communication path, when the system is a source of information. Both information content messages and form of their presenting will depend on the assignment of a patient to a particular class of the behavioral model.

4. CONCLUSIONS

The use of telemedicine is generally considered positive for both patients and the economy. Through remote health monitoring, telemedicine may allow countless numbers of people to avoid nursing homes and hospitals, allowing them to remain productive, stay longer, and consequently incur less health costs. The economy also benefits from the diminished need
to transport patients to other facilities when a health care specialist is needed.

Functionality and reliability of modern telemedical system is mainly determined by quality of the software embedded in microcontrollers, programmable devices and software running on the computing platforms. Therefore, when considering development the system for pregnant women telemonitoring at home a using the concept of Medical Cyber Physical System seems to be appropriate way. Medical Cyber Physical System can state as a networked computational platform to ensure effective medical care for all women from the group of high-risk pregnancy (diabetes, pregnancy induced hypertension, post term pregnancy) through the access to the interactive continuous distant monitoring.

The implementation of the different scenarios of the system operation, just at the development stage, based on its interaction with the model of operators behavior will prevent from making modifications to the existing medical system usually being complex and increasing a cost of the system development.
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